Lean Workflow Printer

MP Compact4 Mark II

Maximize value with Labeling Solutions that support Lean Initiatives throughout your Supply Chain.

Stock rooms • Production lines • Warehouse • Distribution Centers

Lean Characteristics

- Small Footprint, Fits into Tight Spaces
- Lightweight
- Limitless Mounting Option (RAM fixtures)
- Heavy Duty, Durable Industrial Printer
- Simple Operation, Easy to Load
- Flexible Media Capacity
- Easy to Repair in the Field
- Modular and Upgradable

Lean Advantages

1) REDUCE WASTE
- Unnecessary Transportation: Eliminate extra conveyance and handling beyond what is absolutely required
- Unnecessary Motion: Eliminate extra reaching and movement beyond what is absolutely required
- Waiting: Eliminate idle time beyond what is absolutely required

2) SAFETY:
- Ergonomics: Convenient, easy to access label dispensing
- Risk: Eliminate exposure to moving parts

For more information call (877) 958-8311... to hear about other exciting Lean opportunities, ask about our labeling solutions for Forklifts!